ACCESS TO CLASSIFIED NETWORKS
FROM ANYWHERE, AT ANY TIME,
AND WITH ANY CONNECTIVITY

Warfighters, national intelligence professionals, and forwardbased contractors all need the same thing in today's
challenging environment: Access to classified networks and
data whenever they need it, wherever they are, and with
whatever connectivity is available. The traditional model of
limiting access to classified computers and networks in
physically secured buildings isn't functional for today's
mobile, agile, untethered workforce.
To support the growing need for remote access to classified
networks, the National Security Agency (NSA) introduced
the Commercial Solutions for Classified (CSfC) program,
providing new options for keeping national secrets safe
while allowing users to be mobile and remote.

INTEGRITY Global Security (IGS) offers a CSfC solution
built on a zero vulnerability architecture. Zero vulnerability
means the foundation is secure, and that the user has the
same level of protection in their access device that is
present in military-grade and other communication gear.

S E C U R E D W I T H I N T E G R I T Y: C S F C
A N D E A L 6 + C E RT I F I E D
The IGS Secured with INTEGRITY Solution (SwIS) is a
complete CSfC solution for remote access to classified
networks and has been certified and deployed in the DoD
and intelligence agencies throughout the government.

The foundation of the SwIS portfolio
is the INTEGRITY-178B Separation
Kernel; the first and only software
ever to be certified by the NSA and
the National Information Assurance
Partnership (NIAP) to EAL6+ High
Robustness under the international
Common Criteria standard (ISO/IEC
15408). The technology also meets
the CSfC requirements for Mobile
Access Capability Package (MACP)
and Data at Rest (DAR). This
confirms that the product is suitable
for the protection of classified
information and other high-value
resources against well-funded,
sophisticated attackers. The
INTEGRITY Separation Kernel uses a
microkernel architecture, which
supports multiple virtual address
spaces with strict access control. This
significantly reduces security risks by
providing high-assurance process
separation and data isolation. The
kernel is protected in its own address
space, isolating it from accidental
errors or malicious tampering.

creates an isolated construct that
includes both the Virtual Machine
Manager (VMM) and the guest OS
in the same protected address space.
Because critical security components
remain under the control of the
separation kernel, there is no risk of a
guest operating system application
gaining access outside of its assigned
processing space.

be isolated from high-risk
applications. Applications, such as
browsers or collaboration applications,
can be deployed to a separate
environment, allowing for web access
by the end user while protecting
secure environments and data.

The separation kernel architecture
enables secure virtualization. The
INTEGRITY Operating System

Leveraging this secure virtualization
approach, the INTEGRITY Operating
System allows secure applications to

•

Secured with INTEGRITY
Client (SwIC) End User Device
– A CSfC compliant laptop,
tablet, or mobile phone

•

Secured with INTEGRITY
Gateway (SwIG)– A CSfC
compliant network gateway

•

Secured with INTEGRITY
Management (SwIM) – A
complete CSfC infrastructure
and device management suite

The SwIS product set includes the
following components:

Sw I C E N D U S E R
DEVICE
To meet the highest security
standards and ensure the ability to
scale quickly to support hundreds,
thousands, or tens of thousands of
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users, IGS partnered with Dell Technologies to create a
high-assurance security appliance – a laptop delivered on
standard Dell client hardware that uses Intel Core
processors, which provide the same level of Dell Pro
Support and off-the-shelf availability that customers count
on from a premier IT solutions provider. The INTEGRITY
Operating System is integrated into Dell hardware at the
factory, ensuring a secure supply chain.
SwIS is used every day by thousands of end users in the
field who need access to classified networks. It is efficient,
tested, and proven. It is available as a commercial off-theshelf solution that can be deployed quickly to meet
immediate needs for a secure remote or hybrid workforce.

Sw I C G AT E WAY
The Secured with INTEGRITY Gateway (SwIG) also
leverages the INTEGRITY Operating system, allowing
secure access to classified and sensitive networks over
commodity transport connectivity by combining
components and concepts approved by the NSA. It
provides a layered, vendor-diverse, defense-in-depth
architecture that is secure, cost effective, and versatile.
SwIG is installed in front of the classified or sensitive
network and uses information received from the SwIC End
User Device (EUD) to grant access to the secure network.

Sw I S E N T E R P R I S E M A N AG E M E N T
The Secured with INTEGRITY Enterprise Management
application suite facilitates SwIC EUD and SwIS Gateway
management with a single-pane-of-glass view to monitor
and manage all the different technologies. The solution
requires minimal training, allowing teams to focus on the
mission. It can scale easily and quickly across the enterprise
to support hundreds, thousands, or tens of thousands of
employees. It automates, orchestrates, and simplifies all
aspects of user and administrative interactions with the
secured network, while maintaining the highest security
assurance level possible for the endpoint.

www.integrityglobalsecurity.com
inquiries@integrityglobalsecurity.com
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With IGS, Dell Technologies, and the SwIS products, your
teams can achieve the highest levels of operational
efficiency for every mission – whether they are protecting
critical infrastructure, keeping citizen services running,
supporting law enforcement, or managing military
operations.

A B O U T I N T E G R I T Y G LO BA L
SECURITY
For more than 40 years, INTEGRITY Global Security has
safeguarded mission-critical endpoints. Our security
solutions have been deployed on commercial and U.S.
military aircraft, in military radios and encryptors, and in
safety-critical and purpose-built systems in the medical,
automotive, and industrial industries – where a breach can
mean loss of life.

